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Abstract: No cohort studies in China on the health effects of long-term air pollution exposure
have employed exposure estimates at the fine spatial scales desirable for cohort studies with
individual-level health outcome data. Here we assess an array of modern air pollution exposure
estimation approaches for assigning within-city exposure estimates in Beijing for individual pollutants
and pollutant sources to individual members of a cohort. Issues considered in selecting specific
monitoring data or new monitoring campaigns include: needed spatial resolution, exposure
measurement error and its impact on health effect estimates, spatial alignment and compatibility
with the cohort, and feasibility and expense. Sources of existing data largely include administrative
monitoring data, predictions from air dispersion or chemical transport models and remote sensing
(specifically satellite) data. New air monitoring campaigns include additional fixed site monitoring,
snapshot monitoring, passive badge or micro-sensor saturation monitoring and mobile monitoring,
as well as combinations of these. Each of these has relative advantages and disadvantages. It is
concluded that a campaign in Beijing that at least includes a mobile monitoring component, when
coupled with currently available spatio-temporal modeling methods, should be strongly considered.
Such a campaign is economical and capable of providing the desired fine-scale spatial resolution for
pollutants and sources.
Keywords: air pollution; mobile monitoring; exposure estimation; cohort study

1. Introduction
Estimating exposure to air pollution in members of an epidemiological cohort study is central to
assessing associations between air pollution exposure and adverse health effects in these influential
studies. It is notable that such a critical aspect of this research enterprise is also very challenging.
Not only is estimation of air pollution exposure technically and logistically challenging [1,2],
investigators are faced with uncertainty regarding the impacts of exposure measurement error on study
health effect estimates. On the other hand, today we have access to an array of tools for estimating
exposure that, while making the task more complex, undoubtedly enhance our ability to make more
valid exposure estimates.
Here we approach the task of attempting to estimate exposure to specific air pollutants and air
pollution sources for study cohort participants in Beijing, China. While there is a focus on Beijing,
and Beijing is used as an example, the considerations and options are generally applicable to any air
pollution cohort study anywhere, especially when within-urban exposure contrasts are of interest.
The focus will be on cohort studies in which the primary exposure contrasts are spatial, long-term
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contrasts rather than temporal, such as in time series studies where interest is largely in effects of
short-term (hours to days) exposure contrasts. Further, the focus will also be on within-city contrasts in
air pollution exposure, in this case for Beijing. While studies involving multiple cities have advantages,
including the typically large variability in pollution concentrations across city and a large sample size
of study subjects, there is persistent concern over residual confounding of the health effect estimates
due to unmeasured or uncontrolled differences between cities [3,4]. We consider the relative strengths
and weaknesses of an array of tools and methods that we might use for this purpose, and assess their
applicability specifically to Beijing. It is not the intent here to review these in depth, but rather to
highlight the options to be considered. It is hoped that by going through this process we will be able
to determine, or at least provide some guidance about, a preferred approach or approaches that are
applicable in the current context.
2. Air Monitoring Considerations
Before considering the array of available options for estimating exposure to air pollution in Beijing,
it will be valuable to outline the considerations that are relevant to making decisions regarding their
relative merits. It is also not the intent here to review these in depth, but to call attention to issues that
should ideally enter into the thought process of planning a campaign to predict exposures for a cohort
study in Beijing.
2.1. Geographic Scale
The geographic scale at which health outcomes are available partly determines the scale at which
exposure needs to be estimated. For example, there is no point in attempting to estimate exposure
at the individual subject level if the outcome, mortality rate, for example, is only available at an
administrative spatial level in Beijing, such as a city district. In that case, estimating exposure at
approximately the same spatial scale as the outcome would be reasonable. Also, if interest is only in
estimating health effects associated with a particular air pollutant whose concentrations vary only
over relatively large spatial scales, as exemplified by various secondary pollutants such as sulfate, then
methods that estimate exposures at very fine spatial scales are probably not required. Alternatively,
if health outcome data are available at the level of the individual subject in a cohort, and interest is also
in pollutants whose concentrations vary over fine spatial scales, then methods that estimate pollutant
concentrations at fine scales are also desirable, for reasons that will be itemized below.
2.2. Measurement Error
The impact of exposure measurement error on estimates of health effects is a complex issue.
Impacts range from that of simply reducing the precision of health effect estimates to that of producing
bias in the effect estimates, with varying combinations of the two [5]. Traditionally, measurement
errors have been classified into classical measurement error, which largely produces a downward
bias in effect estimates, and Berkson error, which largely reduces the precision of effect estimates.
This classification has recently been extended to account for impacts of measurement error resulting
from spatial modeling of exposure with introduction of the concepts of classical-like and Berkson-like
forms of exposure measurement error [6,7]. Attempting to minimize these errors has implications for
the monitoring design and the model used to estimate exposure based on the monitoring data.
2.3. Spatial Misalignment and Incompatibility
Spatial misalignment refers to the fact that air pollutant concentrations are observed at monitor
locations that are distinct from locations of the population cohort. Almost all cohort studies are
affected by spatial misalignment, which is what necessitates predicting exposures at subject locations.
Some cohort studies are also affected by spatial incompatibility, which refers to systematic differences in
the distributions of locations of monitor sites in a monitoring network relative to locations of members
of the population cohort. Spatial incompatibility can result in biased health effect estimates [7,8].
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While there is some evidence that land use regression (LUR) models can be transferable to regions not
included in the monitoring area [9], there is little guarantee that this will be the case in other, or even
most, settings. It may also be possible to minimize the impact of spatial incompatibility by reweighting
individual monitoring data, but methods to do this in practice have not yet been validated. Therefore,
measures to minimize spatial incompatibility are best taken when designing a pollution monitoring
network for a specific cohort.
2.4. Existing vs. Study-Specific Monitoring
A fundamental decision to be made is whether existing air pollution data from a monitoring
network, usually an administrative or regulatory network, can be used, or whether new monitoring
data will be required. This decision is made more complicated when considering that existing
monitoring data can be supplemented by either satellite date or predictions from air quality models,
or both, both of which are types of “existing” data. Such supplementation can be used to try to improve
a model in areas for which monitor coverage is poor, which is often the case. The decision as to whether
new monitoring data are needed is also influenced by several of the issues brought up here, such as
scale of the predictions needed, degree of measurement error and spatial compatibility.
2.5. Concentration vs. Exposure
It is axiomatic that ambient concentrations do not equate with exposures of individuals.
With considerable effort an attempt can be made to better estimate exposure to ambient pollutants by:
(1) making indoor and other micro-environmental or personal concentration measurements, at least on
a sample of cohort members; (2) obtain data on individual house characteristics; (3) build a model to
estimate indoor concentrations based on outdoor concentration and house characteristics [10]; (4) gauge
time-activity patterns on the entire cohort; and (5) estimate exposures for individual cohort members
using time-weighted averages of predicted concentrations from the relevant micro-environments.
Ultimately, while theoretically superior, given the uncertainties in these exposure estimates, it is not
clear that such an attempt to better capture exposure in fact always results in either substantially better
estimates of exposure to ambient pollutants or improved exposure health effect estimates.
2.6. Source vs. Pollutant
While the vast majority of the work done to date on air pollution exposure estimation and
associated health effects has focused on single pollutants, especially the criteria air pollutants, there
is good rationale for also focusing on specific sources of air pollution. Calls have been made for
placing a source or mixtures orientation high on the air pollution research agenda [11]. From the
perspective of air quality management, interventions or policies are aimed directly at pollution sources,
or precursor sources, rather than specific pollutants, although the ultimate purpose is to reduce specific
pollutant concentrations. Insight into the health effects associated with specific sources, and therefore
specific pollutant mixtures, offers the potential of more effectively and efficiently reducing the most
harmful types of air pollution by directly reducing emissions from the most harmful pollution sources.
Taking a source-oriented approach to estimating air pollution exposure then raises the prospect of
directly estimating health effects of specific pollution source types. Formal source apportionment
approaches, such as a receptor-oriented approach like positive matrix factorization (PMF), UNMIX
and chemical mass balance (CMB) can be used to generate source factors that can be then be employed
in a spatio-temporal or other modeling format to obtain source-specific exposure predictions.
2.7. Exposure Time Windows
Different exposure data and exposure estimation methods have implications for the time period
relative to a given health endpoint that exposure can be estimated. For example, a long historical
record of satellite data might allow them to be used for estimating exposure at any number of time
points and over any number of averaging periods, at the expense of estimating exposure with relatively
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less spatial resolution. The same can be said for air quality models. Exposure estimation approaches
that rely heavily on directly measured air pollution concentrations over relatively short time periods,
on the other hand, might not lend themselves to extrapolation to periods preceding the period of
actual monitoring. While a long record of monitoring data might be available for some pollutants,
such as PM2.5 or ozone, spatially dense monitoring data or data on multiple pollutants are unlikely
to be available over an extended period of time. How such data are used in modeling exposure,
and the assumptions required in extrapolating model estimates beyond the period of monitoring,
will determine whether it is reasonable to use such data for many of the above exposure specifications.
It is somewhat reassuring that LUR models, at least for some pollutants, can be generalized to other
time periods [12]. The health endpoint in a cohort study that is being analyzed also influences to
some extent the time period or periods for which exposure estimates are needed (see “Cohort study
endpoints” below).
2.8. Evaluation of Predictions
Evaluation of air pollution exposure predictions is an important step in gauging the degree
of exposure measurement error that may be present and, in turn, the likely impact of this error
on the cohort air pollution health effect estimates. Since evaluation of predictions usually entails
comparing predictions with monitored concentrations [13], which occur at specific points in space,
exposure prediction approaches that allow point predictions lend themselves readily to application
of formal methods of assessing prediction validity. Currently, these methods typically employ some
form of cross-validation [14,15]. Gridded predictions can be assigned to point locations in a simple
(e.g., assignment of closest monitor) or complicated (e.g., smoothing of gridded data) manner and then
compared to monitoring data. For pollutants that typically are spatially less variable such as PM2.5
this may lead to good point predictions and hence favorable validation statistics, whereas for more
spatially-varying pollutants such as CO or NO2 such approaches to validation may not be appropriate.
2.9. The Beijing Context
Availability of the relevant monitoring and other data for Beijing will play a large part in
determining which approaches to estimating population cohort exposures are feasible. The larger
Beijing region has an extensive administrative air pollution monitoring network of approximately
35 monitoring sites that essentially continuously measure concentrations of most of the criteria air
pollutants (Figure 1). Concentrations of PM2.5 and several gaseous pollutants in 2015 at 23 sites in
central Beijing are shown in Table 1. PM2.5 concentrations are high and there seems to be relatively
little spatial variation in concentration across the urban area, at least from these monitoring data.
Predictions from LUR models based on such monitoring data would likely underestimate the true
fine-scale variability in concentrations. Concentrations vary substantially across season, but the relative
ranking of sites by concentration in each season is reasonably stable (data not shown). While public
access to other than real time monitoring data, and historical data in particular, is limited, researchers
have been able to access some historical data [16]. Remote-sensing satellite data are available [17].
The Global Burden of Disease enterprise has integrated several approaches to estimating exposures
in China and Beijing, making use of pollutant monitoring data, satellite data and dispersion model
predictions [17,18].
Much GIS data for developing LUR models in concert with monitoring data are readily
available. For example, the Harvard Center for Geographic Analysis website (http://gis.harvard.
edu/resources/data/china-gis-data) has links to many GIS data sites that are useful for LUR,
including China Map (http://worldmap.harvard.edu/chinamap/), Open Street Map (OSM—http:
//download.geofabrik.de/asia/china.html) and Beijing City Lab (http://www.beijingcitylab.com/
data-released-1/). There are many other available resources for obtaining geographic data for Beijing.
Some of the relevant geographic variables and the type of variable (proximity (i.e., distance to) vs.
buffer (amount within a defined radius)), as well as some of the potential information sources are
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listed in Table 2. This indicates that data availability is not a major issue in influencing the choice of
exposure
estimation method in Beijing.
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Figure 1. Map of Beijing showing the location of existing urban and suburban administrative air
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Table 1. Annual PM2.5 and gaseous pollutant concentrations in 2015 for the individual administrative
monitoring sites in central Beijing (see monitor locations in Figure 1).
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Table 2. Selected relevant geographic variables for Beijing and selected potential sources of information.
Description

Source(s) (Agency/Website)

Proximity measures:

road intersection
railway and railyard
airport

Beijing Institute of Surveying and Mapping; Open Street Map
(OSM—http://download.geofabrik.de/asia/china.html)
Beijing Institute of Surveying and Mapping; Open Street Map (see above)
Beijing Institute of Surveying and Mapping; Open Street Map (see above)
Beijing Institute of Surveying and Mapping; Open Street Map (OSM—see above)

Buffer measures:
major road length
land-use category
vegetation index
population density
pollution sources

Beijing Institute of Surveying and Mapping; Open Street Map (OSM—see above)
Beijing Planning and Land Resource Management Committee
NASA (http://neo.sci.gsfc.nasa.gov/view.php?datasetId=MOD13A2_M_NDVI)
Chinese Population GIS (http://cpgis.fudan.edu.cn/cpgis/default.asp/)
Beijing Municipal Research Institute of Environmental Protection emission inventories

Others:
altitude

Beijing Institute of Surveying and Mapping; Google Earth

nearest major road

3. Cohort-Related Considerations
3.1. Geographic Scale of Cohort Data
The more typical cohort study design employs health outcome and risk factor information at the
level of the individual; that is, there are data on each individual in the cohort. Early influential air
pollution cohort studies [19,20] employed individual-level health outcome and risk factor information
that was a significant advance over purely ecologic studies with neither individual-level exposure or
outcome information [21]. These studies did not, however, attempt to estimate exposure at the fine
spatial scale of the individual subject.
Some air pollution epidemiology of long-term air pollution exposure effects, however, is carried
out using datasets that do not include individual-level health outcome data. For example, in the
United States, studies of long-term air pollution exposure effects have utilized Medicare data in which
health outcome data, mortality rates, for example, were available only at the mailing code (zip code)
level [22,23]. Point-level exposure predictions for such a cohort have no advantages over those with
less spatial resolution.
Yet another type of observational study of long-term exposure effects does not even attempt to
estimate exposures at any well-defined spatial scale, and utilizes outcome data that are specified over
very large regions. For example, in the so-called natural experiments (or quasi-experimental studies)
that exploit extra-ordinary exposure scenarios that counter concerns over traditional sources of spatial
confounding of the exposure-response associations, there is typically no attempt to estimate exposures
except very crudely over space. One recent example is the Huai River study in China that exploited
China’s coal power policy of providing free coal for heating north of the Huai River, but not to the
south, with resultant large regional differences in particulate matter concentrations [24].
Because we are interested here in employing spatial exposure contrasts within Beijing, and are
assuming that we have health endpoints defined for cohort members for whom we have well-resolved
residential locations, exposure estimation methods that predict exposures at finer spatial scales
are preferred.
3.2. Health Endpoints in Cohort Studies
Cohort studies are typically time-to-event studies in which individual “survival” time, most
often survival time to death, but also time to other endpoints, is compared relative to exposure.
Less commonly, cohort data will have been collected on endpoints that were measured repeatedly
over the course of follow-up, allowing for longitudinal analyses of exposure effects on change in the
endpoint. For example, repeated measurements of lung function or imaging measures of atherosclerosis
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allow analyses of exposure-related differences in rate of decline or of progression to be carried out.
Sometimes the timing of events is difficult to discern, or is identified with little certainty, in which case
data from a cohort may be essentially analyzed in the same way as a cross-sectional study.
These several outcomes in the context of cohort studies have implications for the methods and
data that are used for estimating exposure. Specifically, for time-to-event data, one might consider
specifying exposure as cumulative exposure before the event, or as an average exposure over a defined
period before the event, for example, one year or more before the event. Similarly, for longitudinal
continuous data, cumulative exposure over the periods between each repeated measurement, or
average exposure over a defined period before each measurement, could be reasonable options to
consider. For a cross-sectional analysis, baseline exposure or exposure at the time of measurement
might be the most reasonable exposure specification. These choices are influenced to some extent by
the data that are available for estimating exposure. See “Section 2.7” above.
3.3. Beijing Cohorts
There are several currently active cohort studies in Beijing, including cardiovascular cohort
studies, in which individual-level data are collected. As one example, the China Multi-Provincial
Cohort Study (CMCS) is a cardiovascular cohort study involving 11 provinces in China, including
parts in Beijing [25–29]. The CMCS in Beijing (CMCS-Beijing) is a survey of a general population in
Beijing that was relatively healthy when enrolled in 1992 (n = 1982). A total of 1324 were examined
again in 2002 [28]. Examination at that time included obtaining demographic information, including
residential address, measurement of traditional cardiovascular risk factors, blood tests and carotid
ultrasound measurements of atherosclerosis. In 2007, a total of 930 without cardiovascular disease
underwent repeat measurement of risk factors and carotid ultrasound, which made possible analyses
of longitudinal change in atherosclerosis. Table 3 shows baseline characteristics of this subset of the
cohort, adapted from Qi et al. (2015). Figure 1 shows the spatial distribution of the CMCS-Beijing
study subject residence locations in Beijing overlaid on the location of air monitoring sites. Only a
few existing monitoring sites align spatially with the cohort locations, raising the prospect of spatial
incompatibility and resulting biased health effect estimates if exposure predictions were based on this
network of monitors.
Table 3. Baseline (2002) characteristics of CMCS-Beijing cohort participants followed up in 2007.
Characteristic

Total (n = 930)

Men (n = 418)

Women (n = 512)

Age (years)
Systolic blood pressure, mmHg
Diastolic blood pressure, mmHg
Body mass index
Fasting blood glucose
Current smoking
Hypertension
Diabetes
Carotid plaque
Maximal IMT, mm
Total cholesterol, mmol/L
HDL cholesterol, mmol/L

59.6 ± 7.8
129.6 ± 18.2
80.8 ± 10.1
25.0 ± 3.3
4.90 ± 0.99
89 (9.6)
445 (47.8)
99 (10.6)
181 (19.5)
0.90 (0.70–1.20)
5.17 ± 1.02
1.40 ± 0.31

61.1 ± 7.4
132.3 ± 17.6
83.2 ± 10.2
25.1 ± 2.9
4.85 ± 1.04
88 (21.1)
227 (54.3)
50 (12.0)
100 (23.9)
1.00 (0.80–1.40)
5.39 ± 0.96
1.29 ± 0.26

58.3 ± 8.0
127.5 ± 18.5
78.8 ± 9.5
24.9 ± 3.5
4.95 ± 0.93
1 (0.2)
218 (42.6)
49 (9.6)
81 (15.8)
0.90 (0.70–1.10)
5.72 ± 1.04
1.78 ± 0.32

Adapted from Qi et al. (2015). Values are mean ± SD, median (interquartile range), or n (%). CMCS = Chinese
Multi-provincial Cohort Study; IMT = carotid intima-media thickness; HDL = high-density lipoprotein.

Another example of an active cardiovascular cohort in Beijing with rich risk factor and endpoint
data on over 20,000 adults is the Fangshan cohort that began data collection in 2008 [30]. There are
also several active cohort studies in Beijing that focus on diseases other than cardiovascular disease.
Most cohorts have baseline residential address and subsequent address data collected since the
inception of the cohort.
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4. Approaches for Estimating Exposure
Here we outline some of the more relevant approaches that could be taken to estimate within-city
long-term air pollution exposures for a cohort study in Beijing. First, approaches that rely on directly
measured air pollution concentrations will be presented. This will be followed by presentation
of several approaches that do not rely on directly monitored data, and then by approaches that
integrate, or fuse, two or more approaches. Finally, a discussion of the relative trade-offs, including
advantages and disadvantages, of the several approaches will be presented. These are summarized
below in Table 4.
Table 4. Comparative advantages and disadvantages of potential sources of air pollution data for
exposure prediction in cohort studies.
Approach

Advantages

Disadvantages

includes pollutant monitoring:

fixed, existing administrative

readily available;
inexpensive

generally few sites;
limited number of pollutants;
may exhibit spatial misalignment/
incompatibility with study cohort

fixed, study specific

potential to be well-aligned with cohort;
flexibility in pollutants to be monitored

expensive

mobile

spatially dense; relatively inexpensive;
data on multiple pollutants collected
efficiently

spatio-temporal confounding;
roadway monitoring

saturation micro-sensor

spatially dense;
multiple pollutants

relatively few pollutants;
relatively long measurement time scale

includes no direct pollutant monitoring:
dispersion models

good temporal resolution;
estimates made over a long time span

relatively large spatial scale

chemical transport models

good temporal resolution;
estimates made over a long time span

relatively large spatial scale

satellite

good temporal resolution;
relatively long historical record

relatively large spatial scale;
interference by cloud cover

4.1. Approaches Utilizing only Directly Measured Air Pollution Concentrations
4.1.1. Using Administrative Monitoring Network Data
As noted above, air pollution cohort studies have typically only utilized existing administrative
(i.e., collected by a government agency) monitoring data for estimating long-term exposure to ambient
air pollution. Monitoring sites generally are relatively few in number, are not spatially dense,
include measurements of one or relatively few pollutants and are sited away from pollution sources.
Approaches to using such data to estimate exposures include: (i) network average; (ii) nearest monitor;
(iii) inverse distance weighting; (iv) geostatistical smoothing, such as kriging; and (v) LUR. Obviously,
using the network average, if the network extends over the entire urban area of interest, is of no use in
estimating within-city exposure contrasts. Neither smoothing nor LUR are possible with a very small
number of monitoring sites, and LUR is less useful if the siting of monitors does not nearly reflect the
variety of air pollution exposures that are experienced by a given cohort, which is typically the case.
LUR combined with smoothing can be used to enhance the performance of a LUR model by exploiting
any spatial structure remaining in the regression residuals from the LUR [31,32]. This can be done
either less formally as a two-step procedure [33] or in a unified framework such as LUR in a universal
kriging framework [34].
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4.1.2. Using Study-Dedicated Monitoring Data
Some cohort studies, including the early Six Cities Study [19], utilized monitoring data from a
monitoring network designed specifically for the study. This allowed for flexibility in monitor siting
and the timing of monitoring, and had the potential to increase the number and characteristics of air
pollutants measured. Very elaborate monitoring designs, such as the monitoring for the Multi-Ethnic
Study of Atherosclerosis and Air Pollution Study [35,36], can include enhanced monitoring of pollutant
components [37], enhanced monitoring of pollutant sources, such as roadways, and monitoring at
cohort study participant locations [36]. These many types of monitoring data are often unbalanced,
being collected at various times during a monitoring campaign, which complicates using them
in generating exposure prediction models. The use of such unbalanced spatio-temporal data to
generate prediction models has been facilitated by a recently-developed R package, the SpatioTemporal
package [38]. Saturation monitoring using micro-sensors is another promising approach to collecting
data from a large number of sites [39].
Mobile monitoring is yet another variation of a study-dedicated monitoring platform that has
many potential advantages, as well as presenting some challenges [40–42]. Advantages of mobile
monitoring include the relatively efficient measurement at a large number of sites and potentially
of a large number of pollutants and pollutant characteristics. Disadvantages are that measurements:
(1) are taken on the roadway, which are of questionable relevance for use in estimating residential
concentrations; (2) are relatively few for each point in space; and (3) are affected by space-time
confounding wherein measurements at different points in space are made at different times during
the day when air pollution concentrations are changing; mobile measurements therefore reflect not
only where they are made but also when they are made. The concerns that measurements are made on
roadways and that there is relatively little data at each point can be alleviated by employing a mobile
design whereby the monitoring vehicle is parked at specified residential locations for fixed periods of
time rather than relying on measurements made only while on the move. Such a modification to the
mobile monitoring design has been used successfully [43–45]. There are precedents for using a mobile
monitoring platform in China, and in Beijing in particular [46,47].
4.2. Approaches Not Utilizing Measured Air Pollution Concentrations
These approaches have an important advantage over monitoring approaches in being able to
estimate exposures at locations that are not typically monitored, such as rural locations, for example.
This advantage comes at the expense of limited spatial resolution.
4.2.1. Dispersion/Diffusion Models
These models use source emission characteristics together with meteorological data and/or terrain
features of the source and receptor locations, and intervening locations, to estimate concentrations at
receptor locations. Examples include AERMOD (an atmospheric dispersion model with several
modules), CALINE (a California steady-state roadway line dispersion model), and CALPUFF
(a California non-steady state puff dispersion model). Predictions can be resolved down to fine
spatial scales such as 1 × 1 km grids [48].
4.2.2. Chemical Transport Models
In addition to the input terms that are typically utilized in dispersion models, chemical
transport models also incorporate atmospheric chemical (including photochemical) reactions of
emitted pollutants in order to better estimate concentrations of pollutants undergoing chemical
transformation or secondarily formed pollutants. Examples include the U.S. Environmental Protection
Agency Community Multi-scale Air Quality modeling system [49] and the European Monitoring
and Evaluation Programme—Meteorological Synthesizing Centre-West model [50]. (http://webdab.
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emep.int/Unified_Model_Results/). Spatial resolution of predictions has typically been no better than
10 × 10 km. However, selected predictions have recently been made at a 4 × 4 km grid [51,52].
4.2.3. Satellite Remote Sensing Measurements
Use of remote sensing satellite platforms to measure ground-level pollutant concentrations has
generated a great deal of enthusiasm in the air pollution and epidemiology communities [53]. Much has
been learned about the strengths and limitations of such data [2,54] and about comparisons with other
exposure prediction methods [55]. Advances in the technology and in the application of the data in
exposure estimation are rapid. While spatial resolution was initially at a 10 × 10 km grid or larger,
recent advances have allowed measurements to be made at a 1 × 1 km grid.
4.3. Approaches That Integrate Two or More Approaches
Because all approaches have relative strengths and weaknesses, there is rationale for combining
or integrating two or more approaches to attempt to counter the weaknesses and exploit the strengths
of individual approaches. For example, the relatively poor spatial resolution of non-monitoring
approaches can be improved by supplementing them with approaches using LUR. There are several
examples of how this integration has been done. Investigators at Georgia Institute of Technology
have fused predictions from a chemical transport model with monitoring data [56], and in China,
combined satellite data with monitoring data [57]. Investigators at Harvard University have combined
satellite observations with monitoring data and LUR [58,59]. The Global Burden of Disease enterprise
combined satellite data with monitoring data and predictions from a dispersion model [17]. At the
University of Washington, LUR model predictions were supplemented by predictions from a diffusion
model [60], and spatio-temporal models based on monitoring data incorporated predictions from a
chemical transport model [52] or from satellite data [61]. Canadian investigators generated a model in
which kriging based on monitoring data was combined with satellite observations [55]. Most of these
integrated approaches are able to produce predictions at very fine spatial resolution, even at specific
points in space.
5. Overall Assessment and Recommendations
For a cohort study in Beijing such as envisioned here, the following points are relevant in designing
an optimal air pollution monitoring platform and exposure prediction method: (1) the platform
employs at least some direct measurements of air pollution concentrations to allow point predictions;
(2) more spatially dense monitoring is generally more desirable than less spatially dense monitoring;
(3) monitoring should align spatially with the cohort of interest (exhibit spatial compatibility); (4) the
approach can be used to estimate exposure to air pollution sources as well as exposure to individual
air pollutants; (5) the approach is flexible enough to incorporate estimates of exposure from other
approaches utilizing other direct pollutant monitoring data or non-monitoring data to attempt to
improve predictions; (6) the exposure predictions generated are amenable to validation; and (7) the
approach is realistic from the standpoint of cost and technical feasibility.
For the purpose of predicting air pollution exposures for a cohort, Beijing is fortunate in having
an extensive administrative air monitoring network and a rich array of GIS data that can be used for
LUR (see “Sections 2.9 and 3.3”, above). However, depending on the spatial distribution in Beijing of
the cohort used, for example, the distribution of the CMCS-Beijing cohort, even though there is a large
monitoring network, spatial incompatibility could potentially be an important concern.
The traditional cohort study design, as noted above, is one in which the health endpoints and
covariate data, such as risk factors for the endpoints, are available at the level of the individual study
subject. However, even in a traditional cohort design, some covariate data, neighborhood measures
of socio-economic status [62], or walkability, for example, may not be individual-level data, by their
nature; these are instead assigned to all individuals within a given spatial boundary or at a given scale
at which such data are reported or specified, such as a census tract, for example. There is a conceptual
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difference between covariate data that measure some characteristic of individuals that has meaning
only at a group (spatial) level, such as neighborhood level socio-economic status (or walkability),
and air pollution exposure estimates for most air pollutants that have meaning at the level of the
individual even though they may not be estimable at that level; that is, air pollution concentrations
can, in theory at least, differ between individuals included in a group defined by spatial boundaries,
whereas group-level covariates cannot. A critical issue for a traditional cohort design is the preferred
spatial resolution of estimated air pollution exposure. Often exposure estimates are only available at
relatively low spatial resolution. In such instances, there is no alternative but to use these estimates,
even though one might have preferred to use estimates that are resolved to the level of the individual
study subject.
Determining which method(s) to use in estimating exposure in a cohort depends on many
factors that often involve trade-offs, as summarized in Table 1. Of the approaches considered
here, only those that allow for predictions at points in space, that is, those that include at least
some direct monitoring of air pollutant concentrations, produce individual-level exposure estimates.
In addition, while these estimates exhibit varying degrees of exposure measurement error, depending
on how good the estimates are, they are amenable to improvements to lessen the measurement error.
Estimates of exposure having less spatial resolution, no matter how good, cannot overcome the
limitation that all subjects within a grid are assigned the same estimate of exposure. The degree of
exposure measurement error introduced by grid-level estimates depends in part on the spatial scale of
meaningful heterogeneity in concentration exhibited by a specific pollutant. In general, concentrations
of secondary pollutants with a more regional spatial scale of heterogeneity, such as sulfate, would
be expected to be predicted with less error than those emitted primarily from many point sources
(so called area sources) within an airshed, such as carbon monoxide.
Of the approaches that generate predictions at points in space, there are good reasons for strongly
considering a mobile monitoring platform. Mobile monitoring allows data to be efficiently obtained
from many sites that can be spatially aligned with a specific cohort, and can be designed to efficiently
measure concentrations of multiple pollutants and pollutant characteristics to allow estimates of source
exposures over space to be made. Incorporation of fixed sites within the mobile monitoring design
(parking for fixed periods of time, for example) addresses concerns about having a sufficient number
of measurements at sites and having only roadway measurements. The issue of spatio-temporal
confounding inherent in mobile measurements requires that considerable attention be paid to having
sufficient data to perform some sort of time-adjustment of the measurements.
The approaches that combine (or fuse) some degree of monitoring data with other data or
predictions are also capable of generating reasonably valid predictions at points in space, and so could
also be considered. However, none of these integrated approaches lend themselves easily to generation
of pollutant source predictions at the individual level.
6. Conclusions
In order to efficiently generate validated predictions of individual-level exposure to air pollutants
and pollutant sources in Beijing, China, strong consideration should be given to employing a
mobile monitoring campaign, coupled with advanced spatio-temporal modeling methods. Integrative
approaches may also have merit for this purpose and could also be considered.
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